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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Given a closed curve F in E^, does there exist a minimal surface with boundary
prescribed by F? Solving this simply posed question has proven to be a delicate
task, spanning the works of countless mathematicians for over 200 years. One of the
inherent difficulties lies in defining the terms involved; more specifically, what does
minimal mean?
The study of minimal surfaces began with Lagrange in 1760. He examined families
of surfaces described by graphs that assumed the same values along a prescribed
smooth, closed boundary; using variational principles, he found surfaces with least
surface area for a few special cases. After conducting extensive experiments with soap
bubbles and films, which he called minimal surfaces, Joseph Plateau conjectured that
given any closed curve in E^, there existed at least one minimal surface with the
curve as its boundary (1847). It was nearly 100 years later that Jean Taylor proved,
using geometric measure theory, that the configuration of soap bubbles and films
were a necessary consequence of the energy minimizing principle; it was the concept
of minimal energy that led Plateau to intuitively call his soap films minimal.
A third and modern definition of minimal is one for which the surface has a vanishing mean curvature, H. The discovery of new minimal surfaces largely began when
Weierstrass and Enneper contemporaneously discovered a representation for surfaces
whose mean curvature was zero. The field of minimal surfaces bloomed, producing
such beautiful surfaces as the helicoid, catenoid, Enneper and Scherk Surfaces.
There is more than just historical and geometric motivation for studying minimal
surfaces. Using stability arguments, the fact that a soap film assumes a position where
its mean curvature vanishes at every nonsingular point has been verified. Numerous
conjectures in relativity and topology have been addressed by the unexpected use of
minimal surfaces; in 1979, Shoen and Yau proved the Positive Mass Conjecture in
physics using minimal surface techniques.
1

Though the field of minimal surfaces is vast, the Weierstrass-Enneper Integral
Representation catalyzed viewing minimal surfaces in E^ through classical complex
analysis. It is this primary analytic result which we will examine in closer detail; the
derivation of the representation allows us to clearly see the intertwining of analytic
functions with surface theory.

1.1

Preliminaries

We shall think of a surface as a subset of R^ covered by the images of a family of
differentiable transformations.
Definition 1. Let D be a subset of E^, {u,v) G D. We define a parametrization of
a regular surface to be a homeomorphism r{u,v) = {x^{u,v),x^{u,v),x^{u,v))

from

D to E^ such that the x^{u,v) have continuous partial derivatives of all orders and
for each point p E D, the differential dvp :

is injective.

Intuitively, the image of a parametrization produces a patch on a surface; we will
consider both single patches and the collection of patches comprising a surface to be
considered as regular surfaces (if they satisfy the properties above). Furthermore, we
shall view a regular surface as both the image of a parametrization and as a subset
of E^. There are numerous ways in which regular surfaces are characterized.
Proposition 1. ( [Oss86], p. 4) Let r{u,v) be a differentiable map. At each point
of D the following conditions are equivalent:
1. r{u,v) is regular,
2. the vectors |^ and |^ are linearly independent,
3. the Jacobian matrix has rank 2,
4. there exist i,j, I <i < j <^ such that

d{x',xJ)
-^^)

dx'
du
dx^
du

dx^
dv
dx^
dv

^0,

5. detl — EG — F^ > 0 (this condition will be explained shortly).

Since we will always be concerned with regular surfaces, we shall simply call them
surfaces. It is the final condition to which we will appeal in the later sections. The
First Fundamental Form, / (defined below), is a metric the surface inherits from the
inner product of R^.
Let M be a surface. At each point p G M, we have a tangent plane to the surface,
TpM.

The third condition of our definition of a surface guarantees that for each

point of the surface, the set of tangent vectors to all curves passing through p form
a two-dimensional vector space ( [dC76], p. 63). The choice of parametrization will
determine a basis for this subspace of E^, namely, given a parametrization r{u,v) of
M, a basis of TpM is {r„(p),r„(p)}.
Now we are prepared to discuss the metric structure on the tangent planes of M
( [dC76], p. 92). Let M C E^ be a surface with parametrization r{u,v). The First
Fundamental Form of a surface M at p G M is defined as the quadratic form
Ip : TpM
r
(^1,^2)

1
Vi

E F

Vl

F G

V2

V2

where E =< r^, r^ >, F =< r^, r„ >, and G =< ry, ry >, and <, > denotes the standard inner product on E^. The first fundamental form allows us to measure lengths
of curves, angles between tangent vectors, area of regions and other geometrically
significant quantities; for examples of such uses of Ip, see [dC76], pp. 95-98.
The main characteristic in which we are interested is the curvature of a surface.
One tool used to study this notion involves measuring, in a neighbourhood of p G M,
the extent to which a surface "bends away" from its tangent plane TpM. Let N
denote the unit normal to M at p, that is N =

T^'TTT.

The Second Fundamental

Form of a surface M at p G M is defined as the quadratic form
Up : TpM
r

{Vi,V2)

I )•

1

Vl

e

f

Vl

[fa}

V2

V2

where e = < r^u, N >, f =< r„„, A^ >, and g=<ryy,N

>.

The type of curvature of interest to us, the mean curvature, is measured in terms
of the first and second fundamental forms. We define the mean curvature^ of a surface
to be

Eg-2Ff + Ge
2{EG-F^)
•
Definition 2. A minimal surface M is a surface satisfying H = 0.
Note that sometimes H will denote the vector quantity, H = H • N where A^ is a
unit normal, but the context will be clear.
1.2

A Notion of Area

A fundamental concept studied in geometry is one of area. Given two vectors u
and II in E^, we primitively compute the area A of the paralellogram generated by u
and v to be

A^ = lux vP =

< u,u>

< u,v >

= |ul^|iipsin^.

< v,u > < v,v >

where 6 denotes the angle between u and v. We can extend this idea to compute
areas of the images of parallelograms on a surface.
Definition 3. Let M be a surface and r : U —> M a coordinate patch. Suppose D
is a bounded subregion of U. The area of D, A{D) is defined as
A{D) =

ku X ry\dudv.

^For a detailed discussion of / , / / and H, consult [dC76], pp. 153-157.

Observe that since |r„ x r„p = < ru,ru >< ry,ry > - < ru,ry >'^= EG - F ^
the area element is often denoted by dA = y/EG - F'^dudv. Recall that one of the
characterizations of a regular surface involves det / = EG - F^ > 0, ensuring that
the area element is always nonvanishing. For a formal exposition on the derivation of
this definition, consult [Cou88], pp. 311 ff.
Now suppose we wish to find a surface with the least surface area using this
definition. Let e > 0 and h : D —> E be differentiable. The normal variation of
r{D) determined by h{u,v) is defined to be the map ip \ D x (-e,e) —> E^, where
ip{u, v; t) = r{u, v) -\-t {h{u, v)N) and N is the unit normal to the surface at r{u, v).
Observe that for a fixed t = to, this map determines a parametrization tp{u,v;to) of
a surface; one may think of this new surface as a local perturbation of the original in
the normal direction. We may compute the area element At^ of this new surface and
compare it to dA = yjEG — F^dudv, the area element of the original surface. If e is
sufficiently small, then At is a differentiable funtion of t and the area element of the
normal variation at ^ = 0 is dAo = YtA\t=o = —2hHy/EG — F'^dudv. It is with the
aid of this preliminary calculation that we can deduce
Proposition 2. Let r : U —> E^ be a parametrization of a regular surface M and
let D C. U be a bounded domain in U. Then M is minimal if and only if dAo — 0 for
all such D and all normal variations of D.
Thus, the image of any bounded region D on a minimal surface is a critical point
for the area functional. Note that this critical point may not be a minimum. So
although an area-minimizing surface satisfies H = 0, it is not true that a zero mean
curvature assumption imposes area-minimization.
An extensive discussion of normal variation, its consequences, and the proof of
this propostion, consult [dC76], pp. 115, 199.

1.3

The Basics of Vanishing Mean Curvature

Lagrange utilized the variational principles of the previous section to study minimal surfaces, in the least area sense, to deduce a partial differential equation characterization. We will use the modern notation of parametrizations and the fundamental
forms to deduce the same result.
A common parametrization to which we appeal is a Monge Patch, or a "graphparametrization." The fact that a piece of a surface can always be expressed locally as
a graph is guaranteed by the Inverse Function Theorem (see the Appendix or [dC76],
p. 63). Note that this graph may be of the form f{x,y),

g{y,z), or h{x,z).

Using

this fact, we can propose a local property of minimal surfaces.
Proposition 3. Let M be a minimal surface with Monge parametrization r{u,v) =
(u, V, / ( u , v)). Then (1 + f^)fyy - 2/„A/„„ + (1 + /2)/„„ = 0.
Proof. Direct calculations will verify that r„ = (1,0, /„), ry = {0,1, fy) and hence
1
\\ru>^ry\\

^ i + f2 + f2

fuu

^^

v"> ^ ' j u u )

^vv

^

('-')") Jvvj

T^uv —

(U, U, Juv)

Hence the entries of the first and second fundamental forms may be found easily to
be
1 ' Ju
JuJv

Jujv

// =

-t "I / «

1

Juu

Ju

V^ + fu+f^

Juv

Jv

Substituting these values into our definition of i/, we see that the surface is minimal
when the numerator vanishes:
H

=

Eg - 2Ff + Ge
2{EG - F2)
(1 + fDfvv

- 2{fufv)fuv

+ (1 +

fDfuu

2^1+fi^-fm+/«')(!+Pv) - ifufv?)
(1 + fu)fvv

-^{fufv)fuv

+ (1 +

2Vin+p + ^y

f^)fuu

D
Thus, if we can find a solution to the second-order quasilinear partial differential
equation above, we will have found a minimal surface (and conversely). Suppose a
solution of the form f{u, v) = a{u) + b{v) exists. Then our partial differential equation
reduces to solving two ordinary differential equations:
( 1 + / ' ) / . . - 2 ( A / . ) / „ „ + (l + /„2)/„„ = 0
(1 + al)byy + (1 + bl)ay

-{l + aD

0

1 + bl

Thus, —(1 -h al) = kouu and 1 -\- b^ = kbyy, for some constant k. Using a simple

(^ ^

cos - \

1, producing

cos -

Scherk's First Surface. Note that this patch is defined whenever -^^

is positive.

Thus, the domain of the whole surface is a checkerboard: {u,v) G (—|, | ) x (—|, | ) ,
with suitable translations by k-K, k E Z. Three possible patches are demonstrated in
Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Scherk's First Surface (discovered 1835)

Characterizing minimal surfaces by imposing various geometric restrictions proves
to have some interesting and surprising consequences. Finding solutions to the partial differential equation above allows us to produce a number of minimal surfaces;
for example, if one assumes the solution is a surface of revolution, then a catenoid
may be constructed. It is, however, the relationship between a particular class of
parametrizations and vanishing mean curvature that yields the Weierstrass-Enneper
Integral Representation, from which constructing an infinite number of minimal surfaces simply requires choosing an analytic function.

CHAPTER II
THE WEIERSTRASS-ENNEPER REPRESENTATION

2.1

Isothermal Coordinates and the Laplace Equation

Definition 4. A parametrization r{u,v) is said to be isothermal if

<ru,ry>

-

0.

An isothermal parametrization maps the u-v plane onto the given surface in a
conformal, or angle preserving way (see [Oss86], p. 27). Typically, u and v are called
isothermal parameters. In terms of the matrix representation of the first fundamental
form, we have E = G and F = 0, a symmetric form. Isothermal coordinates exist on
any regular surface; however, the proof of this fact is significantly more complicated
than their existence on a minimal surface. For a detailed account of the general case,
consult Chern ( [Che55]) or Spivak ( [Spi79]). Note that there may be more than one
isothermal parametrization^ of a surface M.
Theorem 1. ( [Spi79], Vol. 4; PP- 455 ff.) Isothermal coordinates exist on any
minimal surface.
Proof. Let M be a minimal surface and p G M be fixed. Choose a coordinate system so that p corresponds to the origin in E^. Moreover, choose a parametrization
r{u, v) = {u, V, f{u, v)) such that TpM is the u-v plane. Since M is minimal, we know
t h a t {l + f^)fvy-2{fjy)fuy

+ {l+f^)fuu

=

0.

L e t {l + f!)fvv-2{fufv)fuv

+ {l +

f^)fuu

be denoted by F .
A straighforward computation verifies that

d (

1 + f'u

]

^ (

f^^f^^_]

^

9v w^ + f'u + p) ^^ w^ + n+f^j
du[^i+f^+f^)

dv[^iTfiTf!)

/^

F

v^ + n + p '
VTTjfrr^ •

^Let s be a diffeomorphism between r and r, two parametrizations of a surface M. Then r and
r are isothermal iff s is conformal or anti-conformal [Spi79].

Let a = y/1 + /2 + /2. If we define P = i^,

Q = i ± ^ , and i? - i ^ ^ , then

the calculation above verifies ^ - | ^ = 0 and | f - f j = 0. So P, Q and i? are
components of two conservative vector fields, namely V = {Q, P) and W = {P, R).
By Green's Theorem (see, for example, [MT96], pp. 475), for any simply connected region D and 7 C D, a closed curve,

dP

0

ag
dv

0= / /
J JD

OU

/ Qdu + Pdv,

dudv

—-dudv
dv

j ^

=

/ Pdu + Rdv.
J^

Since 7 was arbitrary, this implies that there exist v and uj such that sjv = V and
V ^ = W. If we examine these potential functions with respect to each component,
we must have I'u = Q, ^v = P and a;„ = R, Uy = P.
Define a transformation T : D —> E^ by T{u, v) = {u-\-i',v + oj). Then we may
compute the Jacobian of this transformation to be
Jac(r)

1+Uu
UJu

Uy
l+OJy

Then det Jac(T) = (1 + ^'u)(l + w„) - UytOu = ^ ^ ^ , which is strictly positive. By the
Inverse Function Theorem, there exists an inverse transformation T~^{x,y) = {u,v)
which is smooth near p (the origin) such that
Ux

Uy

Vx

Vy

jac(r-^)

Jac(r)-^
l + l^u
UJ,,

(1 + ay

l^-iOy

a -\- aQ

—aP

—aP

a -\- aR

We can use this computation to show that r{x,y) = {u{x,y),v{x,y),
10

f{u,v))

is an

isothermal parametrization by computing E, F, and G. For example,
_/

f

rx--[Ux,Vx,}uUx

, f

. _ ( a-\-aQ

~aP

+

a + aQ

-aP

fvVx)-[j^^^^^,,j^^—^^,fu-^—^,+fv^^—;^

Using the definition of E, we obtain
E

=
=

<rx,rx>
( r T ^ [ ( « + «Q)' + fufv + fvia + aQf - 2flfl{a

+ aQ) + flft]

r,2

(l + a)2
Similarly, we compute
_ ,
,
f \ _ ( ~^P
a-\- aR
-aP
a + aR
ry - [Uy, Vy, ^Uy + J^Vy) - (^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' ( H ^ ' "^^ ( I T ^ ^ ^^^ ( 1 + ^
to conclude that F = 0, and G = r^^

= E. Thus, r{u, v) is isothermal.

D

The first observation we make is that if M has an isothermal parametrization, then
substituting E = G and F = 0 into the definition of mean curvature,

2(FG-F2)

2F •

As a consequence, a property of minimal surfaces is that e = —g. Now we can make
some observations about our isothermal parametrization r{u,v) in relation to the
Laplace operator.
Proposition 4. ( [dC76], p. 201) For any isothermal parametrization r{u,v)
{x^,x'^,x^),

Ar = 2EHN, where N is the positive unit normal to r„ and Vy.

Proof. Since r is an isothermal parametrization, E = G and F = 0, hence
^

^U!

^U

<ru,ry>

•^

—

=

11

^ ' V l ' V ' ^ l

0.

=

Differentiating each of the above equations with respect to u, we have
*~- ' UU ) ^ U

•^ 'uu)

-^

• ^ ryy^

'"ii - ^

^

T^V-^I

•^ ' " u ) '"t;u ^

•

Differentiating with respect to -y, we have
• ^ '^UV > ' " U ' ^

^

^

^

'^UV)

'"t) ^

"^ ryy

,ry

^

,

""^ ' " u ) ^ l l t l

--^ •

From the two pair of equalities we obtain
^

'uui'u

^

*^ ' UU) ' i; ^

I ^

^vvi^u

"T" *^ Tuut

fv

^

^

U,

--^

^^

U.

Now we have both < r„„ -h r„„,r„ > = 0 and < r„„ 4- r^,„,ru > = 0. Thus, the
vector ruu 4+ ryy = Ar must be parallel to the unit normal N = .T"^"''',,. Since r is
isothermal,

2EH

=

2E
e-\-g

=

< N,ruu> + < N, ryy >
'^

so

2EHN

=

-t * ) 'UU

~1~ ' W

-^

Ar.
D

From this proposition, we can deduce a characterization for a minimal surface by
using the harmonicity of the component functions of its isothermal parametrization:
clearly if Ar = 0, then H must vanish, as E and N are nonzero. The converse is
trivial. To state this explicitly.
Corollary 1. Let M be a surface with isothermal parametrization r{u,v).
is minimal if and only if Ar = 0.
12

Then M

In order to derive the Weierstrass-Enneper Representation, we must first discuss
some facts about harmonic functions. Let r{u,v) be a parametrization of a surface
M. To each pair (u, v) G E'^ we associate a number z = u -\- iv E C We may recover
u and V hy u = ^

and v — ^ .

Thus, r{u,v) =

{x^{u,v),x^{u,v),x^{u,v))

can be viewed as a "complex parametrization" r{z,'z) =

{x^{z,'z),x'^{z,^),x^{z,^)).

Note that we consider the functions x^ {j = 1,2,3) to be functions of z and z that
attain real values. Naturally, we would like to interpret Ar; for this, we shall need a
definition.
Definition 5. Let z = u-\- iv. Define the complex partial derivatives
d_ _
dz
d_ _
dz

l(d__.d_
2 \du
dv
l(d_
.d_
2 \du
dv

Viewing z and z as independent quantities allows us to formally deduce that these
operators satisfy the standard properties of real partial derivatives. Clearly ^ is welldefined, as it is a linear combination of two well-defined real partial derivatives, ^
and ^ . Moreover, ^ satisfies the addition, product, and chain rules since each of ^
and ^ satisfy these rules. Straighforward computations yield that ^ is a complex
linear operator with | ^ / = ^ | / , for / G C^D).
Lemma 1. The function f is analytic if and only if -^{f) = 0.
Proof Let z = u + iv, and view f{u, v) as the complex function f{z) = a{z) -\- ib{z).
Computing the complex partial derivative, we find
^

=

=

\Uu + lfv)

i:{[o-u-by\+i[ay-\rbu])

We see that | | = 0 if and only if a„ - 6„ = 0 and a^ + 6„ = 0, that is, when the
Cauchy-Riemann Equations are satisfied.

•
13

We shall use this result to deduce a characterization of minimal surfaces by the
harmonicity of the component functions of its complex parametrization. Define (^ =
-^ for j = 1,2,3. If the ip^ are analytic, then we say that ip = {ip^, ip^, ip^) is an
analytic map. For notational ease, let {ipY = Yl^j^i iv^) ^^d let |(/?p = ^^=i \f^\^P r o p o s i t i o n s . ( [Oss86], p.

29) Let r{u,v)

= {x^{u,v),x'^{u,v),x^{u,v))

be a

parametrization of an arbitrary surface M. Then
1. The complex function ^ is analytic if and only if x^ is harmonic.
2. The parametrization r is isothermal if and only if {^pY = 0.
3. If r is isothermal, then M is regular if and only if |(pp ^ 0.
Proof.

1. Observe that for j = 1, 2, 3, we have (^ = ^ , so
dcp'
dz

d (dx^
dz \ dz
d (\
1 dx^^ i dx{
2~d¥~2~dF
1

—

•

i

•

.

•

TV^uu "I" ^vv)-

Thus, for (,£? = f^, we deduce that | | = | A r. If the components x^ are
harmonic, then ^

= 0. By our Lemma, each ip> is analytic, so ip is an analytic

map. Conversely, if each (p^ is analytic, then ^ = | A r = 0. Note that since
A r = 2EHN, where E and N are nonzero, this implies H = 0, producing a
minimality condition on M.

14

2. Now we compute (v?)^:
'dx''

{^f -

2

+

dz

dx 2 -

2

'dx^'
dz

d'.r

2

2

+

2 v"^" ~ ^•^v)

^2

2

(2

• 2\

2 y^u ~ '''•^v)

+

\-^u

^•^v)

= ;E(<)'-5E«-IEK)'
J=l

j=l

1

=

\E-1-F-\G.
4

2

4

From this computation, it is clear that if r is an isothermal parametrization,
then E = G and F = 0, so {ipY = 0. Conversely, if {ipY = 0, then its real and
imaginary components must vanish, hence E = G and F = 0, so r is isothermal.
3. Analogous to the method above, we can compute |(^p directly and rearrange
the terms to obtain
dx^
dz

m
3

E

•(xi-ixi)

3

= E i (<"">'+(^"'')

= jfE«)'+Ew)=
=

- ( < r„,ru >-F < r„,r„ >)

= \{E + G).
If r has an isothermal parametrization, then the last expression may be simplified to | F , which is nonzero; by Proposition 1 on regular surfaces, M is regular
15

if and only if the determinant of the first fundamental form, EG-F"^ is nonzero,
and E = G ^0 guarantees this.
D
Combining the results of this proposition, we see that to describe a minimal surface
M, we need only find an analytic map (p satisfying ((/?)^ = 0. We are now in a position
to derive the Weierstrass-Enneper Representation for a minimal surface.
Theorem 2. (Weierstrass-Enneper Integral Representation) Let D be a simply connected domain in C Suppose g is meromorphic on D and f is an analytic function
on D such that fg"^ is analytic. The analytic map (p = [cp', (p'^, (p^) given by
^'

=

\fil-

9')

^'

=

^/(1+

/ )

^'

=

fg

determines a minimal surface M.

Conversely, given a minimal surface M with

isothermal parametrization r{u,v) = {x',x^,x^)

with domain containing the origin,

there exists an analytic map cp = {ip', (p'^, ip^) such that
x^{zo) = c' + ^t I (p^{z)dz,
where 7 is an arbitrary path from the origin to zoProof First we prove that (p = ( | / ( 1 - c/^), | / ( 1 + g'^),f9) determines a minimal
surface. By Proposition 4, it suffices to show that (p is an analytic map such that
((^)2 = 0. Since / and fg^ are analytic, we observe that the order of the zeroes of /
must be at least twice the order of the poles of g; as a consequence, fg must also be
analytic. Each (p^ is a combination of / , fg"^ and fg, so (p is an analytic map. Now

16

we can compute (cp)^ easily.

= Q/(i-/))'+Q/(i+^^))'+(/p)^
= \f{{i-9r-{i+9'r)+f9'
= 0.
Thus / and g determine our minimal surface through the complex parametrization
given by ip. Note that although it is possible to find two meromorphic

functions /

and g such that fg'^ is holomorphic, this will not guarantee the necessary analyticity
of all three component maps, (p^. We shall briefly see in the next section how the
poles of g (and hence zeroes of / ) affect the geometry of the surface.
Now we shall show that not only does the pair (/, g) determine a minimal surface,
but it characterizes the surface as well. Suppose M is a minimal surface with isothermal parametrization r : D —> E^ such that the domain D is either the unit disk or
the entire complex plane. Letting f^ = ^ for j = L 2,3, we know by Proposition 4
that the ip^ are analytic. Observe that
(p^dz =

-{xl — ixl){du -\- idv)

(p^d'z =

•-{xl-\-ixi){du

—idv).

Moreover, we may observe that since { ^ , ^ } forms a basis for the tangent space at
each point of M, we know {-§;,-§=} forms a basis for the tangent space at each point
of M ( [Oss86], p. 56), and hence, we can write dx in terms of dz and d'z:
dx^

= -^r-dz -{- -T^dl,
dz
dz
=

ipPdz-{- cp^dz

— ipPdz -\- tp^dz

= 29\c{(p^dz}Integrating, we obtain the desired form for x^; note that the integral is independent
of path, by simple connectivity.

D
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One can immediately see the relationship between (/, g) and the analytic map cp.
Corollary 2. Any triple of analytic functions ip\ ip^, ip^ satisfying {ip')'^ + ((^2)2 ^
((^3^2 _ Q ^^^ ^g rewritten as

- \m-9')

^'

-

^'

-

^'

-=

- Im+g')
f9

where f and g are as in Theorem 2, except in the case where tp' = iip"^, (p^ = 0.
Proof Suppose cp' ^ iip'^. Let / = yji - iip^ and g = ; ^ r ^ .

Observe that since

{ipy -f ((^2)2 ^ (^3)2 ^ 0 may be rewritten as {<p')^ + ((p2)2 = -(^3)2^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^
and simplify

i^'Y + i^r = -{^')
{ip'+iip'){<p'-z^')

=

3^2
-{ip')
,3^2

{ip'+iip')

=

-fg'.

Thus, using f = (p' - itp'^, g = ~ ^ , and fg' = -^^,

we solve for ip',ip', and ip'.

Observe that / and g satisfy the analyticity and meromorphicity hypotheses of the
Theorem, in particular, the order of the zeroes of / must be at least twice the order
of the poles of g in order for the component functions ipP to be analytic for j = 1, 2, 3.
In the case where ip' — iip' = 0, we see that 0 = {ip' -\- iip'){ip' — iip') = —{(p')'. So
either f ox g must be identically zero (or both).

D

We can simplify the Weierstrass Representation by writing it with respect to one
parameter.
Corollary 3. Suppose that g is analytic and has an analytic inverse. Let h = g so
that dh = g'dz and define F{h) = 4- Then F{h)dh is analytic and the Weierstrass
18

Representation can be re-expressed as
^ = (^(1 - h')F{h), '-{1 + h')F{h),

2hF{h)'] .

That is, every analytic function F{h) produces a minimal surface.
Note that the representation, written in terms of the parametrization r, is
X:^

= iHe /"(I -

X

= ^t

X

= fHe 12hF{h)dh.

f

h')F{h)dh

i{l-\-h')F{h)dh

This corollary visibly states that there are as many minimal surfaces as there are
solutions to the Cauchy-Riemann Equations.
2.2

Constructed Examples Using the Representation

The Weierstrass-Enneper Representation allows us to construct infinitely many
minimal surfaces, from which we shall examine a few classical examples.
Example 1. (Enneper's Surface) As the simplest case, consider {f,g) = {l,z); this
minimal surface is known as Enneper's First Surface. We may examine the symmetries
produced by this pair of functions both visually and analytically. As demonstrated on
the left in Figure 2.1, the first-order Enneper surface has self-intersections globally.

Figure 2.1: Enneper's First Surface and a closer view
Restricting our map to polar coordinates with radius r < \ / 3 , we can produce
a local embedding, or a surface with no self intersections (seen on the right. Fig.
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2.1). For a computational approach for verification of the injectivity of the restricted
parametrization, we consult [OprOO], pp. 36-37, 199. Note that replacing z with 2",
where n G N, produces the n"" order Enneper's Surface.

Every minimal surface belongs to a class of minimal surfaces, its associated family.
In terms of the Weierstrass Data, the associated family of a minimal surface described
by (/,(/) or F{h) is defined to be {e'^f,g) or e'^F{h), where t E R. Two surfaces of
an associated family with parameters s and t are said to be adjoint if \s — t\ = | .
E x a m p l e 2. (The Catenoid and its Associated Family) Let F{h) = •^. In terms of
the parametrization r{u, v) = {x',x', x'), we appeal to Corollary 3 of the WeierstrassEnneper Theorem to find the parametrization of the catenoid from F{h). For h = e^,
z = u -{- iv, vfe have

x'{z,^) =

^tj{l-h')^^

= ^^{27^-2
= lHe|^(e-^ + e 0 |
=

9^c{—coshz}

— 9le{—(coshucosu-I-isinhusinw)}
=

— cosh tx cost;.

Similarly, one computes the other two components of the parametrization r{z,'z) as
x'{z,t)

= — cosh M sin II

x'{z,z)

= u.

Simply inserting e** into our computations we may also examine the associated family
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of the catenoid. For instance, the first component has the form
x'{z,z) = fHe /"e'*(l-/j2)-Lrf/i
=

a^e{e^*(-cosh2)}

=

fHe{(cosi -I- z sin i)(-cosh u cos V — isinhusinu)}

=

(cos i)(—cosh u cos ti) -I- (sini)(sinhusinu).

Analogously, one computes the other two components to be
x'{z,^)

=

(cost)(—coshusinu) 4-(sint)(—sinhucosti)

x'{z,'z)

=

u(cosi) — ^(sini).

From this computation we observe that at t = 0 we have the parametrization of a
catenoid, and at t = | we have the parametrization of a helicoid. Thus, not only are
the catenoid and the helicoid members of the same associated family, but they are
adjoint minimal surfaces. It is interesting to note that we may produce the helicoid
using {f,g) = ("'^

, — e^) or F{h) = ^ , from which an equivalent associated family

may be derived. One deformation is demonstrated in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Deformation of a Catenoid to a Helicoid
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Example 3. (Scherk's First Surface, revisited) Consider F{h) = ^ .
grate to find the parametrization r = {x',x',x'),

x' = ine

We can inte-

using h = u-\-iv:

fa-h')-^dh
/l4

/r
=

9^e{-ilog(l-f z / i ) + i l o g ( l - z / i ) }

=

SHe {-i [log |1 + i/i| -f iarg(l + ih)] + i [log \l-ih\+i

=

9^e{arg(l-f i ^ ) - a r g ( l - z / i ) }

=

lHe{arg(l--y-Fm)-arg(l-l-ti-m)}

=

arctan
arctan

I- v J
2u

- arctan

arg(l - i/i)]}

\l-\-v

1 — u2 — 1)2

Similarly, one may compute
2

X
^

3

/

-2v

= arctan
^

1 — u^ — v
1
/ ( u 2 - ^ 2 +1)2 + 4^2^2\
/cosa;2
o log ,.., .., .^9 , ...,.., = log
2
\(u2 — t|2 _ 1)2 _|_ 4^2^2y
\cosx^

which is precisely the solution to the partial differential equation found in Chapter 1!
2.3

Some Consequences of the Weierstrass-Enneper Representation

Not only can we examine the properties of minimal surfaces by changing our functions / and g and observing trends visually, but we can also study geometric properties
of minimal surfaces through the study of analytic and meromorphic functions.
Definition 6. Let M be a surface in R^ with parametrization r{u,v).
Map is defined as N : M ^ S', where
N{r{u,v))^

ii'""''''".!22

The Gauss

In essence, the Gauss map sends every unit normal of the surface M to the unit
sphere; it turns out that N maps the unit normal of M to 52 in a conformal manner.
A natural question to ask is in how many directions does the unit normal turn, that
is, how much of the unit sphere is covered by the image of the Gauss Map?
Proposition 6. ( [Oss86], p. 66) If M is a minimal surf ace with isothermal parametrization r{u,v), then the Gauss map N may be associated with a meromorphic function.
Proof. Let (/, g) be the Weierstrass Data associated with our minimal surface M. We
claim that the Gauss map, viewed as a map from the surface to the sphere centred at
the origin, composed with a stereographic projection from the North pole equals g. We
first need to find ..^^^^" . Recall that for j = 1, 2,3, we defined ip^ = ^

=

\{x{-ixi).

Thus,
e'

e'

e'

*^U

^u

^u

1
•^v

9
•'^v

'\
-^v

29{tip'

2fHe(/p2

2^tip'

-23m(/ji

-23mip'

-23m(/?3

=

- 4 {{d^tip'^rmp' - 3mip'9Ktip'),... , {9\tip'3mip' - 3mip''iJ{cip'))

=

-4
1

(3xn{ip'''^),3m{ip'^),3m{ip'^))
''{l +

\g\'){2^tg,2Jmg,g''-l).

So the Gauss map, N : M —> S', can be simplified to
N{r{u,v))

= |r„ x r„| = i-

2fne^

23xng \g\'- 1

\g\^ + V\g\^ + V\g\^ + lJ-

Now, using the convention that stereographic projection from (0, 0,1) for a point
w = u-\-iv on the plane is defined by {x',x',x')

= (|^p"^i, i^^p^i, j^p+i), we see that

composing the Gauss map with this projection simplifies to:
PAT O N{r{u, v) = 'iRtg -I- i3mg = g.
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If we extend P^ to a mapping F^v : ^2 —> C U {oo}, such that

PN{0,0,

1) = oo,

then we have P^^oN = g, recovering our meromorphic function from the Weierstrass
pair.

•

Using the idea of the above proof, observe that 52 may be viewed as the Riemann
sphere, that is, as an analytic manifold with conformal structure defined by

f,

: (x^x^x3) = ( ^ , ^ , l ! ^ )
\ | i o p - | - l p p - l - l lw\^ + I J

F2 • ix' x' x') = (-^
^2 . [X ,X ,X)

^ ^

IzM.]

l^|^|2 + l'|y)|2 + l ' | ^ | 2 + l j '

where w = u -\- iv and w = u + iv. In this case, a meromorphic function on M
{g : M —> C) is an analytic map of M to the Riemann Sphere {g : M —> S'), and
hence, one may appeal to the theorems of complex analysis on analytic functions as
well ( [Oss86], p. 46). As a consequence of a powerful result of complex analysis on
entire functions, we can study the behaviour of the Gauss map.
Theorem 3. ( [Oss86j, p.67) Let M be a minimal surface with parametrization r :
D —> C, where D = C Then either r lies on a plane or the normals to M take on
all directions in S' with at most two exceptions.
Proof. Associated with M is a meromorphic function g. Viewing S' as the Riemann
sphere, we consider g to be an entire function from C to 52. By Picard's Theorem,
a nonconstant entire function takes on all values in the complex plane with at most
two exceptions [Con78]. By virtue of the fact that
/_2^e^

23mg

\g\'-

l\

VI^P + 1 ' I^P + i ' I5P + 1 / '
we see that analogously, N must take every value in 52 with the exception of at most
two points, unless N is constant. In the latter case, M necessarily lies in a plane. Note
that the meromorphic function g fails to be defined when ip' - iip', ip' = 0; however,
if ^p^ = 0, the third coordinate of our parametrization, x', must be a constant, so the
surface again lies in a plane.

^
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The Gauss map may be further analyzed by weakening the condition on the domain
of g, and imposing a completeness condition.
Theorem 4. ( [Oss86], pp. 68) Let M be a complete minimal surface in R'.

Then

either M is a plane or the normals to M are everywhere dense.
Corollary 4. (Bernstein's Theorem) The only complete minimal surface defined on
all of R2 is the plane.
Bernstein's Theorem thus dictates that the only solution f{u,v) to the second
order differential equation given in Chapter 1 with the entire u-v plane as its domain
must be linear. As a nontrivial and surprising corollary to these two results one may
construct a complete nonplanar minimal surface whose Gauss Map omits precisely a
prescribed finite set of points on S'.
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CHAPTER III
CONJECTURES AND A LOOK AHEAD...
The early part of the 1900s studies were dedicated to solutions of the Plateau
Problem in R". From the 1960s to the mid 1980s, there was a surge of progress in
the theory of minimal surfaces, with results ranging from higher dimensional generalizations to studies of a broader classes of surfaces.
One natural extension to the study of surfaces with vanishing mean curvature is
the study of surfaces with constant mean curvature. Just as some minimal surfaces
are realized as soap films, constant mean curvature surfaces are realized as soap
bubbles, enclosing chambers of various volumes (and hence pressures); "constant
mean curvature surfaces are critical points of the area functional restricted to the
space of deformations that preserve the volume prescribed" ( [FT], p. 11). Solutions
to Plateau and Weierstrass-Enneper type problems have also been found:
Theorem 5. Let T be a Jordan curve that lies in the unit sphere. If \c\ < | , then
there exists a simply connected surface bounded by T whose mean curvature satisfies
H = c [Wer57j.
As one would expect, representation results have also been discovered. Ruh proved
that a surface S is of constant mean curvature if and only if its Gauss map is harmonic
[Ruh70]. As a consequence, Kenmotsu was able to derive a representation for such
surfaces (for the definition of a branched immersion see [Ken79]).
Theorem 6. If g is a harmonic map of a simply connected plane domain D into the
unit sphere S', then there exists a constant mean curvature surface SCR'

defined

as a branched immersion x : D —> S, where the coordinates in D are isothermal
parameters on S and g — N o x : D —> S'.
Although many results have been shown for constant mean curvature surfaces, the
sub-class of minimal surfaces remains a fruitful field. Numerous existence, regularity,
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and topological results have recently been addressed in the case oiH = 0, and do not
seem to extend to H = c.
Theorem 7. Let F be an arbitrary Jordan curve in R'. Then there exists a regular
simply-connected minimal surface bounded byV ( [Oss86j, et. al).
Theorem 8. For almost every smooth, closed curve in W, the unoriented areaminimizing surfaces it bounds have no singularities [Whi85j.
Questions in minimal surface theory are shifting from existence and configuration
to classification and higher dimensional analogues in various spaces.
Theorem 9. Given any e > 0, g EN, there exists a Jordan curve F in R' such that
the total curvature of F is at most An-^-e and any embedded minimal surface bounded
by r must have genus greater than or equal to g [AT77J.
One outstanding matter is the classification by intersections. A surface is said to
be embedded if it has no self-intersections; this means both r and dr must be injective.
A surface M is properly embedded if for any compact ball B, r{B) is compact in M.
Let Tl denote the set of all connected properly embedded minimal surfaces. Open
questions in both classification and existence of minimal surfaces, in particular those
surfaces which are properly embedded have been recently posed [MeeOl].
Conjecture 1. {Properness Conjecture-Cal&hi, Meeks) If / : M —> R' is a complete injective minimally immersed surface, then M

EOJI.

Conjecture 2. {Finite Genus Conjecture-Meeks, Perez, Ros) If M G OJl has genus
zero, then M is a plane, catenoid, helicoid (or Riemann example).
Conjecture 3. {Scherk Uniqueness-Meeks) If A{M n B{R)) < (6 - e)7ri?2, where
M G SOT, then M is a Scherk Surface, catenoid or plane.
Conjecture 4. {Genus-End Conjecture-Hoffman, Meeks) A surface M of finite topology with genus g and k ends. A; > 3 occurs in Tl if and only if g >k

-2.

Conjecture 5. {Liouville Conjecture-Meeks) If M E OJl and h : M —>• R is a
positive harmonic function, then h is constant.
27
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APPENDIX

Recall that a map F is called a homeomorphism if F is continuous and F''

is

both defined and continuous as well.
Definition 7. Let U and V be open subsets of R" and R"*, respectively, and let
r G N. F : U —)• F is a C diffeomorphism if F is a homeomorphism, and both F
and F-' are C^
A natural question to ask is whether it is necessary to require both F and F~'
to be C in our definition. It turns out that not every smooth invertible map is a
diffeomorphism. Note that if F is a diffeomorphism, then for all x E U, DF{x) :
E" —> E"^ is a linear isomorphism. Moreover, by a result from algebraic geometry
(Brouwer's Invariance of Domain) a homeomorphism between open subsets of R"
and E"* is impossible when n ^ m. Thus, we cannot have diffeomorphisms between
open subspaces of Euclidean spaces of different dimensions. So we may restrict our
attention to maps F : E" —>• R".
From a series of elementary results in R, we know that a necessary and sufficient
condition for the inverse of a differentiable invertible mapping / to be differentiable
at a point a is that its derivative at a must be nonvanishing; the expression for its
derivative tells us that /~^ is differentiable as many times as / . By the continuity of / '
it follows that f'{x) f^ 0 in a neighbourhood of a and hence / is strictly monotone, and
hence invertible in that neighbourhood. So the nonvanishing of f'{a) impUes both
invertibility and smoothness of the inverse locally. The Inverse Function Theorem
generalizes this phenomenon to higher dimensions.
Lemma 2. Let U and V be open subsets o/E" and R"^, respectively. If F : U —^ V
is a homeomorphism and F, F~' are at least continuously differentiable (C), then
DF{x) is nonsingular. That is, for x = {x^,... ,Xn) G E", F(x) = (/i(a;),...
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Jm{x)),

the mx n Jacobian matrix at x
f ^
9X1
^
dxi

d{fu...Jm)
d{xu...

...
...

£fL \
dxn
9^
dXn

,Xn)
\
\

ilsL
dxi

. . .

dfjn
dXn

I
I

has non-vanishing determinant at each x EU.
A direct consequence of this result is that if F : R —>• R is a diffeomorphism,
then DF can never be zero. A corollary to the Inverse Function Theorem will prove
the converse to this statement. It is also important to note that if the Jacobian is
nonzero at some point XQ in U, then there exists a neighbourhood of xo on which F
is injective [Apo74].
Theorem 10, (Inverse Function Theorem) Let W be an open subset of R" and F :
W —> W he aC^ map. IfaEW
neighbourhood UofW

andDF{a) is nonsingular, then there exists an open

containing a such that F{U) = V is open and F : U —^ V is

aC diffeomorphism. Moreover, if x E U andy = F{x), then DF~'{y) — {DF{x))~',
where {DF{x))~'

denotes the inverse matrix to DF{x).

For an exposition of applications of this theorem and an explicit proof, see [B0086],
pp. 41-46. As an immediate consequence to the Inverse Function Theorem, we have
that if DF is nonsingular on W, then F is an open map. Another visible corollary is
that F is a smooth diffeomorphism of W to F(W) if and only if F is injective and
DF is nonsingular on W.
Now we know that the equation of a curve in the x — y plane can be written in
explicit or implicit forms, namely y = f{x) or F{x, y) = 0, respectively. However,
given a curve in implicit form, it may not represent a function (for example, x' -\2 / 2 - 1 = 0). We may wish to examine when the implicit equation is also a function;
specifically, we may wish to find the conditions under which it will be possible to
solve y explicitly in terms of a unique x. The Implicit Function Theorem answers
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this question locally, stating that given a point {xo, yo) such that F{xo, yo) = 0, under
certain conditions, there will be a neighbourhood of {xo,yo) on which the relation
F{x, y)=Ois

also a function. For a detailed account, consult [Apo74], pp. 146-148.

Theorem 11. (Implicit Function Theorem) Let F : R"+'= —)• E" be a C" map on an
open subset U o/R"+'=. Suppose {xo;to) = {x^...

,xlt1,...

,tl) E U is such that

F(xo;to) = 0 and DF{xy,to) ¥" 0- Then there exists a k-dimensional neighbourhood
To of to and a unique G : To —^ R" such that G is C on To , G{to) = XQ, and
F{G{t);t) = Ofor

alltETo.

By liberal use of both the Inverse and Implicit Function Theorems, we are able
to examine our surfaces locally with ease. The primary result to which we appeal
throughout this paper is a direct application of the Inverse Function Theorem.
Proposition 7. ( [dC76], p. 63) Let M be a surface and letp E M. Then there exists
a neighbourhood V C. M of p such that V is the graph of a differentiable function.
In proving the existence of isothermal parameters in this paper, we indirectly
appealed to the Inverse and Implicit Function Theorems in addition to directly using
Green's Theorem.
Theorem 12. (Green's Theorem) 7/7 is apiecewise smooth, simple closed curve that
bounds a region D, and if M{x,y)

and N{x,y)

are continuous and have continuous

partial derivatives along 7 and throughout D, then

f

r r fdN

dM\ , ^

Green'sTheorem may be found with formal details and further references in [MT96]
pp. 475 ff.
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